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MAURICE PAYKEL UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS 
 
1.        The Scholarships shall be known as the Maurice Paykel Undergraduate Scholarships.  Fisher & 

Paykel Appliances Ltd (FPA) wishes to support New Zealand students undergoing tertiary education 

the field of engineering.  To do this FPA intends to seek applications for scholarships for each 

calendar year from students about to enter their final year of study.   Typically four scholarships are 

offered each year although FPA reserves the right to amend this number at their discretion. 

  

2.         Scholarships shall consist of a cash award of $2,500 and paid summer vacation employment for a 

period determined by FPA but for a maximum of 12 weeks.  A condition of receiving this scholarship 

is that the applicant is available to undertake paid summer vacation employment (minimum of 8 

weeks) for FPA during the summer break following the award of the scholarship, but before the 

applicant’s final year of study.   

 

3.          Applicants must be a citizen or permanent resident of New Zealand and enrolled full-time in a NZ 

Bachelor of Engineering course in any one of Electrical and Electronic, Engineering Science, 

Mechanical, or Mechatronic Engineering.  Applicants must be in their second to last year of study for 

their Bachelor’s degree as the intent of the scholarship is to assist students as they enter their final 

academic year. 

 

4.          The basis of selection will include, but is not limited to, academic merit, leadership qualities, 
communication skills, community involvement etc. 

 

5.          The scholarship cash award will be paid in a lump sum at the completion of summer vacation 
employment with FPA. 

 

6.           FPA may terminate a Scholarship if, in respect of any Maurice Paykel Undergraduate Scholar, there 

is unsatisfactory performance during the summer vacation employment period.  

 

7.          FPA, reserves the right to review and make changes to these regulations at their discretion.  The 

awarding of any scholarship offer including summer vacation employment offers is entirely at the 

discretion of FPA. 

 

8.          Applications for this scholarship must be submitted online to www.careers.fisherpaykel.com and 

received in August, for the year of the award. 

 

9.        Applicants must provide all the information and verifying documentation specified in the Maurice 

Paykel Undergraduate Scholarship application form. 

 

10.        Late or incomplete applications may not be accepted. 

 


